
THE EVOLVED
SAF-T-LINER®

C2

B E C A U S E  E V E R Y  M I L E  M A T T E R S



At Thomas Built, we’re committed to moving the next generation 
more safely and efficiently every day. That’s why we’re enhancing 
the Saf-T-Liner® C2. We’re taking its reputation for outstanding 
durability, maneuverability, visibility and driver ergonomics even 
further to make the industry-leading Type-C bus even better.

Key enhancements of the evolved C2 include:
• An improved electrical system that enables more technology  

now and in the future
• A refreshed interior for enhanced driver comfort and safety 
• An updated exterior with a new grille and air intake for a sleeker, 

more modern design

We’re evolving the bus of the future—for the future. Every innovation 
matters. Because every mile matters.

More durable electrical components: Strategically located within the 
cabin, the C2’s electrical components are designed to be more durable, 
more reliable and easier for technicians to access.

Universal Daimler electrical architecture: Common to all new trucks and buses made 
by Daimler Truck North America, our proprietary electrical platform makes it easier to 
integrate current and future technologies, from safety systems to telematics and beyond.

MAKING AN A+ BUS EVEN BETTER.
THE EVOLVED SAF-T-LINER® C2:

An engineering evolution that’s built for tomorrow.
We’re enhancing our flagship C2 with powerful innovations, from more durable wiring and electrical components to an improved, streamlined electrical architecture.



The C2 is built with two things in mind: to be easy to 
drive and to keep students safe. With cruise control 
(now standard on the C2), smart sensors, intelligent 
lighting and intuitive warning systems, it’s designed to 
keep drivers focused, so they can make critical, real-time 
decisions with ease.

The latest C2 features a refreshed interior and a range  
of updates to keep drivers and kids safe, including:

A new digital instrument cluster that promotes easier 
menu navigation and provides clear pop-up warnings 
and fault codes

An automotive-style steering wheel that provides easy 
access to cruise control, limited radio controls and other 
instrument cluster functions

A new right driver stalk that puts shifting at the driver’s 
fingertips, plus controls for the exhaust brake

An improved body switch system that accommodates 
more body switches in the cabinet and makes switches 
easier to customize without rewiring

A new premium trim level option with an improved layout, 
a sleek finish and cupholders for enhanced comfort

Enhancing driver comfort and 
safety from the inside out.
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